**Mathematics Education PhD Program at Ohio University**

Ohio University offers a PhD in Curriculum and Instruction with a specialization in Mathematics Education. Housed in the Patton College of Education with strong links to the College of Arts and Sciences, this program develops scholars who study teaching, learning, curriculum, and assessment in mathematics—kindergarten through college. The Morton Professorship, the OHIO Center for Equity in Mathematics and Science, and the Stevens Literacy Center support the overall program and give it distinction within the state and across the nation. Contact Dr. Foley (foleyg@ohio.edu, 740-593-4430) or any of the faculty listed below for additional details. [Applicants should use program code PH6245.]

**Faculty Members**

**Dr. Mathew Felton-Koestler** ([felton@ohio.edu](mailto:felton@ohio.edu)) is an assistant professor in the Department of Teacher Education. Dr. Felton-Koestler’s scholarship focuses on prospective and current teachers’ views of issues of equity and social justice in mathematics and mathematical modeling.

**Dr. Gregory D. Foley** ([foleyg@ohio.edu](mailto:foleyg@ohio.edu)) is the Morton Professor of Mathematics Education. Dr. Foley’s research interests include inquiry-based mathematics curriculum, spatial thinking, quantitative reasoning, and teacher professional development in statistics and modeling.

**Dr. Allyson Hallman-Thrasher** ([hallman@ohio.edu](mailto:hallman@ohio.edu)) is an assistant professor jointly appointed in the Department of Teacher Education and the Department of Mathematics. Dr. Hallman-Thrasher’s research focuses on how prospective mathematics teachers learn to facilitate mathematics discussions and how teacher education programs can foster such learning.

**Dr. Robert Klein** ([kleinr@ohio.edu](mailto:kleinr@ohio.edu)) is an associate professor in the Department of Mathematics. Dr. Klein’s research focuses on place-based mathematics, rural education, and equitable access to high-quality mathematics.

**Dr. Courtney Koestler** ([koestler@ohio.edu](mailto:koestler@ohio.edu)) is the director of the OHIO Center for Equity in Mathematics and Science and a faculty member in the Department of Teacher Education. Dr. Koestler’s work centers on diversity, equity, and social justice in early childhood and elementary education, teacher education, and mathematics education.

**Affiliate Faculty Members**

**Dr. Jeffery Connor** ([connorj@ohio.edu](mailto:connorj@ohio.edu)) is a professor emeritus in the Department of Mathematics. His research focuses on mathematics and mathematics education. He has been engaged in outreach with teachers in southeastern Ohio.

**Dr. Wei Lin** ([linw@ohio.edu](mailto:linw@ohio.edu)) is an associate professor in the Department of Mathematics. His research focuses on statistics, modeling, and the professional development of teachers.

**Dr. Suzanne Nichols** ([nicholss@ohio.edu](mailto:nicholss@ohio.edu)) is an assistant professor in the Department of Teacher Education and middle childhood program coordinator at Ohio University—Southern.

**Recent Graduates**

Recent graduates hold faculty positions at University of Alabama, University of Dayton, University of Northern Iowa, Alanya Alaaddin Keykubat University, Eastern Mennonite University, Indiana University of Pennsylvania, King Faisal University, Ohio University, Pennsylvania State University—Harrisburg, Prince Sultan University, Wingate University, Wright State University—Lake Campus, as well as appointments at other institutions.